Nate Baumgart (Camper 90s, Staff 00s)
is still traveling around the world with
his wife Jessica. Currently they are in
Bali. Nate wrote that they will be
finishing their travels in January 2017
and plan to settle in Denver, CO. Catch
up with the around the world couple by
reading their blog of their adventures at
www.roundtheworldcouple.com

Stuart Cannon (staff 2012, 2013) and Tanya Summers (staff 2010, 2011,
2012) married in Devon, England on July 23, 2016. Stu and Tanya met at
Camp Echo and will reside in Bristol, England. In the photo above are all the
Echo alums who attended their wedding from left to right: Jay Casady, Hugh
McBride, Gavin Watson, Stacey Watson, Claire Wagner, Meredith Stevens,
Laura McLusky, Stu Cannon, Tanya Cannon, Jenny Poundall, Erin Brenner,
and Maggie Stamell.
Linda Heiberger Hemwall (Camper 70s)
pictured here with her husband Rick
Hemall (Camper 70s) passed away after a
lengthy and heroic battle against cancer
on April 21, 2016.

Grace “Kitt” Healy (Camper 90s, Staff 00s) married Anders Gurda on July
16, 2016. The couple resides in Madison, WI
Laura Jaffe (camper 90s, Staff 00s) married Morgan
Williams on Saturday, August 27, 2016 in Vail, CO.
The couple resides in Denver.

Abner J. Mikva was a Family Camper at Echo with his
children and grandchildren in 2005. Ab passed away on
Monday, July 4th after a short illness. Chuck Hessinger
sent the following story: A short inside camp story about Abner
Mikva. Ab and his family came up around 2005 to Camp Echo family camp.
One morning after breakfast I went to KYBO West to supervise the service
task. On my heels was Ab, followed by his wife Zoe, and the rest of the
Pfander family, all reporting to duty. Ab didn’t wait for an assignment. Ab,
former federal judge, congressman, and counselor to the President,
grabbed the toilet brush off of the shelf and went to work. Zoe was not
about to miss this prize Kodak moment, and I am sure was rewarded with a
family treasure.
More importantly, in about 30 seconds, Ab drew a line in the sand around entitlement that has lived
with me ever since. If he could do that service task, who is anyone else to take a pass because they are
above the work? Thanks Ab.

Carolyn R. Morby (Camper 1957, Staff 50s, 60s and 70s)
passed away after a long illness on July 13, 2016. A memorial
bar-b-que and campfire were held at Camp Echo to honor her.
Carolyn, affectionately known as Matt, is second from the left
in this photo from an Echo Carnival in the 60s.

Diego Para-Duque (Staff 1995, 1997) passed away on June 16,
2016 in his home town of Bogota, Colombia after a fall from a balcony of his 8th
floor office building. Diego leaves behind his wife Ana and their daughter.

